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EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGY OF WEIGHTED GRASSMANNIANS
AND WEIGHTED SCHUBERT CLASSES
HIRAKU ABE AND TOMOO MATSUMURA
Abstract. In this paper, we study the Tw-equivariant cohomology of the weighted Grassmannians
wGr(d, n) introduced by Corti-Reid [5] where Tw is the n-dimensional torus that naturally acts on
wGr(d, n). We introduce the equivariant weighted Schubert classes and, after we show that they form a
basis of the equivariant cohomology, we give an explicit formula for the structure constants with respect
to this Schubert basis. We also find a linearly independent subset {wu1, · · · ,wun} of Lie(Tw)∗ such that
those structure constants are polynomials in wui’s with non-negative coefficients, up to a permutation on
the weights.
1. Introduction
The weighted Grassmannian wGr(d, n) introduced and studied by Corti-Reid [5], following the work
of Grojnowski, is a projective variety with at worst orbifold singularity with a torus action. It is a
generalization of the ordinary Grassmannian and is defined in a weighted projective space by the well-
known Plu¨cker relations as weighed homogeneous polynomials with appropriate weights. In this paper, we
define the weighted Schubert classes and show that they will form a basis of the equivariant/non-equivariant
cohomology of wGr(d, n) over Q-coefficients. Our main goal is to study the structure constants of the
cohomology rings with respect to these weighted Schubert classes. The explicit formula of these structure
constants for the weighted Grassmannian is derived from any formula for the ordinary Grassmannian (for
example, the Knutson-Tao’s puzzle formula [19]), by detouring to the equivariant cohomology of the quasi-
projective variety aPl(d, n)× defined in the affine space by the Plu¨cker relations. We have found appropriate
equivariant parameters in which the equivariant structure constants are polynomials with non-negative
rational coefficients when the weights are non-decreasing (hence this implies that the structure constants
of the ordinary cohomology are also non-negative). This is an analogue of the equivariant positivity proved
by Graham [12], although we do not have the geometric or representation-theoretic interpretation of those
parameters, while as, in [12], they are the simple roots in the character group of the maximal torus when
we regard the flag varieties as homogeneous varieties.
Below we summarize our results in detail. Recall that the ordinary Grassmannian Gr(d, n) is the space
of d-dimensional subspaces in the n-dimensional complex plane Cn. It can be described as a non-singular
projective variety of dimension d(n − d) defined by the well-kwown homogeneous polynomials, called the
Plu¨cker relations. It is embedded in the projective space P(C{
n
d}) where {nd} := {{λ1, · · · , λd} | 1 ≤ λ1 <
· · · < λd ≤ n} and C{
n
d} is the affine space of the plu¨cker coordinates. Let aPl(d, n) be the affine variety in
C{
n
d} defined by the plu¨cker relation and let aPl(d, n)× := aPl(d, n)−{0}. The (n+1)-dimensional complex
torus K := (C×)n×C× = T ×C× naturally acts on aPl(d, n) and aPl(d, n)×, through the homomorphism
ρ : K → (C×){
n
d}, (t1, · · · , tn, s) 7→ ( stλ )λ∈{nd}
, where tλ := tλ1 · · · tλd .
The Grassmannian Gr(d, n) is the quotient of aPl(d, n)× by the C×-action of the last component of K.
Following [5], we define the weighted Grassmannian wGr(d, n) as the quotient of aPl(d, n)× by the locally
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free action of a “twisted diagonal” wD in K: for w := (w1, · · · , wn) ∈ (Z≥0)n and a ∈ Z≥1, let
wD := {(tw1 , . . . , twn , ta) ∈ K | t ∈ C×}.
The weighted Grassmannian is defined as
wGr(d, n) := aPl(d, n)×/wD,
together with the residual action of the quotient torus Tw := K/wD. It is a projective variety with at worst
orbifold singularities, naturally embedded in the weighted projective space Pw(C{
n
d}) := (C{
n
d} −{0})/wD
with the weights
( wλ := wλ1 + · · ·+ wλd + a )λ∈{nd}
.
In Section 2, we study the analogue of the usual Schubert cell (Bruhat) decomposition for wGr(d, n)
(Proposition 2.3) and then by the standard argument we show our first result (more precise versions of
the claims will be in the main body of the paper). In this paper, all cohomologies are assumed to be the
singular cohomologies over Q-coefficients unless otherwise specified.
Proposition A (Proposition 2.4, 2.5). The cohomology H∗(wGr(d, n)) is concentrated in even degree.
As a consequence, the equivariant cohomology H∗Tw(wGr(d, n)) is a free module over H
∗(BTw).
In Section 3, we explain the following key isomorphisms among the equivariant cohomology rings of
Gr(d, n), aPl(d, n)× and wGr(d, n). The claim follows essentially from the Vietoris-Begle mapping theorem.
Proposition B (Proposition 3.1). The pullback maps on the equivariant cohomologies
H∗T (Gr(d, n))
pi∗ // H∗K(aPl(d, n)
×) H∗Tw(wGr(d, n))
piw
∗
oo
are isomorphisms of rings over H∗(BT ) and H∗(BTw) respectively.
Having these isomorphisms, we introduce the equivariant Schubert classes aS˜λ of aPl(d, n)
× to be the
image of the usual equivariant Schubert class S˜λ in H
∗
T (Gr(d, n)) under the pullback π
∗ and define the
equivariant weighted Schubert classes wS˜λ of wGr(d, n) by
wS˜λ := (π
∗
w)
−1(aS˜λ).
The corresponding ordinary cohomology classes for Gr(d, n) and wGr(d, n) are denoted by Sλ and wSλ
respectively.
In Section 4, we obtain the GKM (Goresky-Kottwitz-Macpherson) descriptions of H∗K(aPl(d, n)
×) and
H∗Tw(wGr(d, n)), following [4], [11] and [14]. We observe that there is the following commutative diagram
of injective localization maps
H∗T (Gr(d, n))
//
pi∗ ∼=

⊕
λH
∗(BT )
∼=

H∗T (aPl(d, n)
×) //
⊕
λH
∗(BKλ)
H∗Tw(wGr(d, n))
//
pi∗
w
∼=
OO
⊕
λH
∗(BTw)
∼=
OO
whereKλ is the kernel ofK → C×; t 7→ tλ. The GKM descriptions ofH∗K(aPl(d, n)
×) and H∗Tw(wGr(d, n))
are obtained in Proposition 4.1 and 4.2, from the well-known one for H∗T (Gr(d, n)) by the commutative
diagram. Furthermore, the upper triangularity of the image of aS˜λ and wS˜λ is given in Proposition 4.4
and 4.5, and as a consequence, we have
Proposition C (Proposition 4.6). {wS˜λ}λ is a basis of H
∗
Tw
(wGr(d, n)) as a module over H∗(BTw).
3This allows us to define the structure constants wc˜νλµ of H
∗
Tw
(wGr(d, n)) by
wS˜λ · wS˜µ =
∑
ν
wc˜νλµwS˜ν where wc˜
ν
λµ ∈ H
∗(BTw).
In Section 5, we derive the formula for wc˜νλµ and prove the equivariant positivity. Let {y1, . . . , yn, z} be
the standard basis of Lie(K)∗Z and identify H
∗(BK) with Q[y1, · · · , yn, z]. Since Tw is a quotient of K, we
can regard Lie(Tw)
∗
Z as a subspace of Lie(K)
∗
Z. For each pair α = (i, j) of integers in [n] with i > j, let
uα := yi − yj ∈ Q[T
∗] and wuα := (y
w
i − y
w
j )−
wi − wj
wid
ywid ∈ Q[Tw
∗]
where id ∈ {nd} is the unique minimum element in the Bruhat order and yλ := yλ1 + · · · + yλd . It is easy
to see that {wu(i+1,i), i = 1, · · · , n− 1} is a linearly independent subset of Lie(Tw)
∗
Q. For simplicity, we let
ui := u(i+1,i) and wui := wu(i+1,i). For each finite collection I = {α1, · · · , αp} of pairs of integers in [n] as
above, let
uI := uα1 · · ·uαp and wu
(r)
I =
∑
1≤s1<···<sr≤p
w(αs1 )
wid
· · ·
w(αsr )
wid
wuα1 · · ·wuαp
wuαs1 · · ·wuαsr
.
where w(α) := wi − wj ∈ Z if α = (i, j). Here note that wu
(0)
I = wuα1 · · ·wuαp .
We first introduce Kν1rη ∈ Q[Tw
∗] as the coefficient for the following product.
(aS˜div)
raS˜η =
∑
ν
Kν1rηaS˜ν.
The explicit formula forKν1rη is given in Lemma 5.3. To obtain the formula for wc˜
ν
λµ, we use the well-known
fact that the equivariant Schubert structure constant c˜νλµ for H
∗
T (Gr(d, n)) is an element of Z[u1, · · · , un−1]
c˜νλµ =
∑
|I|=l(λ)+l(µ)−l(ν)
c(λ, µ, ν; I)uI , c(λ, µ, ν; I) ∈ Z≥0(1.1)
where I runs over collections of pairs (i, j) of integers in [n] with i > j as above. For example, Knutson-Tao
[19] computed the number c(λ, µ, ν; I) in terms of the equivariant puzzles.
The following is our main theorem.
Theorem E (Theorem 5.5, 5.7). Let λ, µ, ν ∈ {nd}, then
wc˜νλµ =
∑
ν≥η≥λ,µ
∑
I
|I|∑
r=0
c(λ, µ, η; I)Kν1rηwu
(r)
I .(1.2)
Moreover, if w1 ≤ w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wn, then wc˜νλµ is a polynomial in wu1, · · · ,wun−1 with non-negative
coefficients.
It is worth noting that a permutation of the index (1, · · · , n) can change the order of the weights
{w1, · · · , wn} into a non-decreasing order without changing the space wGr(d, n) up to isomorphisms.
Therefore we can always find a Schubert basis that satisfies the positivity.
The ordinary structure constants wcνλµ are given by the non-equivariant limit wu1 = · · · = wun−1 = 0.
Thus we obtain the formula for wcνλµ too, particularly in terms of a specielization of the equivariant
structure constants c˜νλµ for Gr(d, n) computed in [19]:
Corollary G (Corollary 5.9 below) Let λ, µ, ν ∈ {nd}. The structure constant wc
ν
λµ is given by
wcνλµ =
∑
ν≥η≥λ,µ
∑
ν=ν0→
···→νl=η
c˜ηλµ(ui = wi+1 − wi, i = 1, · · · , n− 1)
wν1 · · ·wνl
if l(λ)+ l(µ) = l(ν) and wcνλµ = 0 if otherwise. Furthermore, if w1 ≤ w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wn, wc
ν
λµ is non-negative.
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We conclude Section 5 by including the examples of wGr(1, n) and wGr(2, 4). The space wGr(1, n) is
the well-known weighted Projective space and its integral cohomology are first studied by Kawasaki [16]
and its equivariant cohomology by Bahri-Franz-Ray[2] and Tymoczko [26]. We discuss the relation of our
Schubert basis to Kawasaki’s basis over Z-coefficients at Example 5.11.
2. Weighted Grassmannians and Schubert cell decomposition
In this section, we recall the definition of the weighted Grassmannian wGr(d, n), following [5]. We
study the coordinate charts and obtain a quasi-cell decomposition which generalizes the usual Schubert
cell decomposition of the ordinary Grassmannian Gr(d, n). This allows us to show that the odd degree
classes of the rational cohomology of wGr(d, n) vanish and also the equivariant cohomology is a free module
over a polynomial ring.
For positive integers d and n such that d < n, let [n] := {1, · · · , n}, and
{nd} := {λ ⊂ [n] | |λ| = d}.
We denote the elements of λ by λ1, · · · , λd where λ1 < · · · < λd. For λ, µ ∈ {
n
d}, we define the Bruhat
order by
(2.1) λ ≥ µ if λi ≤ µi for all i = 1, · · · , d.
An inversion (k, l) of λ is a pair of k ∈ λ and l 6∈ λ such that k < l. Let inv(λ) be the set of all inversions
of λ. The length l(λ) of λ is defined to be the cardinarity of inv(λ). For each (k, l) ∈ inv(λ), let (k, l)λ be
the element of {nd} obtained by replacing k in λ by l. We say that λ covers µ if λ ≥ µ and l(λ) = l(µ) + 1,
and denote λ→ µ.
Remark 2.1. For each λ ∈ {nd}, we can consider the sequence of ones and zeros such that one for each
λi-th position (i = 1, · · · , d) and zeros for the other positions. Obviously this is a bijection, and we can
identify {nd} and the set of sequences of d zeros and n− d ones by this rule. This will help us to compare
our notation and the notations in [19].
2.1. The weighted Grassmannian. Let Cn be the complex n-plane and ∧dCn its d-th exterior product.
The standard representation of GLn(C) on Cn canonically induces the representation of GLn(C) on ∧dCn
and hence a linear GLn(C)-action on P(∧dCn). Through the Plu¨cker embedding, the Grassmannian
Gr(d, n) of d-dimensional subspaces in Cn can be indentified with the GLn(C)-orbit GLn(C) · [e1 ∧· · · ∧ ed]
in P(∧dCn). Consider the affine cone of Gr(d, n) in ∧dCn
aPl(d, n) := GLn(C) · (e1 ∧ · · · ∧ ed).
Let T := (C×)n and identify it with the diagonal matrices of GLn(C). The quasi-affine variety aPl(d, n)× :=
aPl(d, n)− {0} is preserved under the action of K := T ×C× on ∧dCn where the first factor acts through
the GLn(C)-action and the second factor by the scalar multiplication.
Definition 2.2 (Corti-Reid [5]). Let w := (w1, · · · , wn) ∈ (Z≥0)n and a ∈ Z≥1. Consider the subgroup of
K and the corresponding quotient group:
wD := {(tw1 , · · · , twn , ta) ∈ K | t ∈ C×} and Tw := K/wD.
The weighted Grassmannian wGr(d, n) is the projective variety with at worst orbifold singularities, defined
by
wGr(d, n) := aPl(d, n)×/wD.
The quotient map πw : aPl(d, n)
× → wGr(d, n) is equivariant with respect to the quotient homomorphism
κw : K → Tw.
When w = (0, · · · , 0) and a = 1, wGr(d, n) becomes the usual Grassmannian Gr(d, n) and Tw is
canonically identified with T . In this case, we denote the above quotient maps by κ : K → T and
π : aPl(d, n)× → Gr(d, n) respectively.
52.2. The Charts for aPl(d, n)× and wGr(d, n). The standard basis {ei, i ∈ [n]} of Cn induces the
standard basis {eλ := eλ1 ∧ · · · ∧ eλd , λ ∈ {
n
d}} of ∧
dCn. We identify
∧dCn with a coordinate space C{nd}
where a vector x =
∑
xλeλ corresponds to the coordinate vector x = (xλ)λ∈{nd}
. For each (t, s) ∈ K =
T × C×, its action on eλ is given by
(t, s) · eλ = (stλ)eλ where tλ :=
∏
l∈λtl.(2.2)
Let Uλ := {[x] ∈ Gr(d, n) | xλ 6= 0}. It is well-known that Uλ is T -equivariantly isomorphic to the complex
affine space Cd(n−d) with a linear T -action. It is a T -invariant affine chart of [eλ], and these form an affine
open cover of Gr(d, n).
The quotient map π : aPl(d, n)× → Gr(d, n) is a κ-equivariant C×-principal bundle. The preimage of
Uλ is
aUλ :=
{
x ∈ aPl(d, n)× | xλ 6= 0
}
.
and then a κ-equivariant trivialization is given by
ψλ : aU
λ → Uλ × C×; x 7→ (π(x), xλ)(2.3)
where the K-action on Uλ×C× is defined by (t, s) · ([x], y) := ([tx], stλy). Indeed, the inverse map is given
by
Uλ × C× → aUλ; ([x], t) 7→ (tx−1λ xη)η∈{nd}
.(2.4)
This aUλ plays a role of a K-invariant chart of eλ in aPl(d, n)
×.
The quotient wUλ := aUλ/wD gives us a Tw-equivariant open neighborhood of [eλ] ∈ wGr(d, n) and ψλ
induces an equivariant isomorphism
ψλ : wU
λ
∼=
−→ (Uλ × C×)/wD.
Let
wλ := a+
d∑
i=1
wλi for each λ ∈ {
n
d}.(2.5)
Then the finite cyclic subgroup of wD
Gλ =
{
(tw1 , · · · , twn , ta) ∈ wD | t ∈ C× and twλ = 1
}
.
acts on the second factor of Uλ × C× trivially. Hence the image of the isomorphism ψλ is equivariantly
homeomorphic to Uλ/Gλ.
2.3. The Schubert cell decompositions. For each λ ∈ {nd}, we have the Schubert cell Ω
◦
λ and the
Schubert variety Ωλ in Gr(d, n) (See [10] or [19]). Define
aΩ◦λ := π
−1(Ω◦λ) and aΩλ := π
−1(Ωλ).
Under the chart ψλ, we have aΩ
◦
λ
∼= C××Ω◦λ and so its complex codimension in aPl(d, n)
× is the length l(λ).
The irreducibility of aΩλ follows from the irreducibility of Ωλ and the fiber C× of the bundle π. Therefore
the closure of the open subset aΩ◦λ ⊂ aΩλ coincides with aΩλ. The usual Schubert cells decomposition
Gr(d, n) =
∐
λ∈{nd}
Ω◦λ induces the K-invariant decomposition
aPl(d, n)× =
∐
λ∈{nd}
aΩ◦λ.(2.6)
By the K-invariancy, it descends to the quotient wGr(d, n) and gives the Tw-invariant decomposition:
Proposition 2.3.
wGr(d, n) =
∐
λ∈{nd}
wΩ◦λ where wΩ
◦
λ := aΩ
◦
λ/wD.
Under the chart ψλ, wΩ
◦
λ
∼= Ω◦λ/Gλ.
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We call this decomposition a quasi-cell decomposition because each “cell” is homeomorphic to an Eu-
clidean space modulo a finite group.
2.4. Vanishing of the odd degree. The argument of Appendix B in [10] can be applied to the quasi-cell
decomposition, and we obtain
Hi(wGr(d, n)) ∼=
⊕
2 dimwΩ◦
λ
=i
Hi(wΩ
◦
λ)(2.7)
where H∗ is the rational Borel-Moore homology. We have
Hi(wΩ
◦
λ) = Hi(Ω
◦
λ/Gλ)
∼= H2 dimΩ
◦
λ−i(Ω◦λ/Gλ)
∼= H2 dimΩ
◦
λ−i(Ω◦λ)
Gλ
where the second equality follows from the rational Poincare´ duality (c.f. [6] Prop 13.A.4, Appendix,
Chap. 13) and the third equality is well-known (see [3]). Since the Gλ acts on Ω
◦
λ through the action of
a connected group, Gλ acts on H
∗(Ω◦λ) trivially. Therefore after we apply the Poincare´ duality again, we
obtain
Proposition 2.4.
Hi(wGr(d, n)) ∼=
{⊕
2l(λ)=iQ if i is even,
0 if i is odd.
Recall that the equivariant cohomology for the Tw-action on wGr(d, n) is defined as the cohomology of
the Borel construction, i.e. the total space of the fibration
wGr(d, n)
ζ
→֒ ETw ×Tw wGr(d, n)→ BTw,
where ETw → BTw is a universal principal Tw-bundle with a contractible total space and ETw ×Tw
wGr(d, n) := (ETw × wGr(d, n))/Tw. The pullback along the projection makes H∗Tw(wGr(d, n)) an
H∗(BTw)-module. Since the fiber is path-connected, the vanishing of odd degree classes implies that
the associated Serre spectral sequence collapses at E2-stage. Thus we have
Proposition 2.5. As H∗(BTw)-modules,
H∗Tw(wGr(d, n))
∼= H∗(BTw)⊗Q H
∗(wGr(d, n)).
In particular, H∗Tw(wGr(d, n)) is a free module over H
∗(BTw).
3. Equivariant Weighted Schubert Classes
In this section, we observe that the rational equivariant cohomologies H∗K(aPl(d, n)
×), H∗Tw(wGr(d, n)),
and H∗T (Gr(d, n)) are all isomorphic as rings, while they are modules over difference polynomial rings. We
define the equivariant weighted Schubert classes wS˜λ in H
∗
Tw
(wGr(d, n)) using these ring isomorphisms.
The quotient maps from aPl(d, n)× to wGr(d, n) and Gr(d, n), and from K to Tw and T , induce the
following commutative diagram of the Borel constructions:
ET ×T Gr(d, n)

EK ×K aPl(d, n)×
pioo piw //

ETw ×Tw wGr(d, n)

BT BK
κw //κoo BTw
By the functoriality, the pullback maps on cohomologies
π∗ : H∗T (Gr(d, n))→ H
∗
K(aPl(d, n)
×) and π∗w : H
∗
Tw
(wGr(d, n))→ H∗K(aPl(d, n)
×)
are homomorphism of rings over the polynomial rings H∗(BT ) and H∗(BTw) respectively. The proof of
the following proposition is postponed until after we define the weighted Schubert classes.
7Proposition 3.1. The maps π∗ and π∗w are isomorphisms as rings over the poylnomial rings H
∗(BT ) and
H∗(BTw) respectively.
Since each aΩλ is a closedK-invariant irreducible subvariety in a non-singular quasi-projectiveK-variety
aPl(d, n)×, the equivariant Gysin map H∗K(aΩλ) → H
∗+2l(λ)
K (aPl(d, n)
×) (c.f. [10, Appendix B]) defines
the cohomology class [aΩλ]K in H
∗
K(aPl(d, n)
×) associated to aΩλ as the image of 1 ∈ H0K(aΩλ):
aS˜λ := [aΩλ]K ∈ H
2l(λ)
K (aPl(d, n)
×).
Since aΩλ = π
−1(Ωλ) and π : aPl(d, n)
× → Gr(d, n) is an equivariant fiber bundle with respect to the
quotient κ : K → T , we actually have
aS˜λ = π
∗(S˜λ)
where S˜λ = [Ωλ]T is the T -equivariant Schubert class in H
∗
T (Gr(d, n)) (c.f. Appendix B-(8) in [10]).
Definition 3.2. Define the Tw-equivariant weighted Schubert class corresponding to λ by
wS˜λ := (π
∗
w)
−1(aS˜λ) ∈ H
2l(λ)
Tw
(wGr(d, n)).
This definition coincides with the usual equivariant Schubert class for the ordinary Grassmannian when
the weights are trivial. We denote by Sλ and wSλ the corresponding classes in ordinary cohomologies
H∗(Gr(d, n)) and H∗(wGr(d, n)) respectively.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. By an elementary application of the Vietoris-Begle mapping theorem (c.f.
[25, Thm.15, Sec.9, Chp.6]), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let M be a compact manifold with a smooth action of a compact torus K. Let G ⊂ K be
a subtorus that acts on M with finite stabilizers. Let T := K/G. Then the natural map θ : EK ×K M →
ET×T (M/G) induces an isomorphism of rings over H∗(BT) on the rational equivariant cohomology
θ∗ : H∗T(M/G)→ H
∗
K(M).
Thus, we need to prepare only a description of wGr(d, n) as the quotient of a compact space by a real
torus. Let KR,wDR, TR and TRw be the real tori in K,wD,T and Tw respectively. Recall that we have
a natural isomorphism H∗K(Y )
∼= H∗KR(Y ) for any K-space Y . Since the wD
R-action on C{
n
d} factors
through the canonical (S1){
n
d}-action, it is hamiltonian with the standard moment map. Since aPl(d, n)×
is a wDR-invariant symplectic submanifold of C{
n
d}, there is the induced moment map 1
Ψ : aPl(d, n)× → R ; x 7→ −
1
2
∑
λ∈{nd}
d · wλ|xλ|
2
where the integer wλ is defined at (2.5). For a regular value ξ, the preimage M := Ψ
−1(ξ) is a compact
KR-invariant submanifold of aPl(d, n)×. Moreover there is a KR-equivariant deformation retraction from
aPl(d, n)× to M given by the homotopy
F : aPl(d, n)× × I → aPl(d, n)× ; (x, s) 7→
(
(s
√
ξ/Ψ(x) + (1− s))xλ
)
λ∈{nd}
.
Thus, the inclusion ι :M →֒ aPl(d, n)× induces the isomorphism:
ι∗ : H∗KR(M) −→ H
∗
K(aPl(d, n)
×).(3.1)
Passing to the quotients, we obtain an equivariant map ι : M/wDR → wGr(d, n) with respect to the
inclusion TRw →֒ Tw. This map can be shown to be a homeomorphism by a direct computation (See also
[17, Theorem 7.4]). Hence, we obtain the isomorphism:
ι∗ : H∗TR
w
(M/wDR) −→ H∗Tw(wGr(d, n)).(3.2)
1Here we identify Lie(wD) ∼= Lie(C×) = R by the map S1 → wD(t 7→ (tdw1+a, · · · , tdwn+a)).
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Let θ : ET ×T M → ETw ×Tw M/wD
R be a map induced by the quotient maps M → M/wDR and
KR → TRw . Then we have the following commutative diagram.
(3.3) H∗Tw (wGr(d, n)) pi∗
w
//
∼= ι∗

H∗K(aPl(d, n)
×)
∼= ι∗

H∗
TR
w
(M/wDR)
θ∗
// H∗
KR
(M)
Thus π∗w is an isomorphism if θ
∗ is an isomorphism, which follows from Lemma 3.3. 
4. GKM Descriptions and Schubert Classes
In this section, we study the combinatorial presentations ofH∗Tw(wGr(d, n)) and H
∗
K(aPl(d, n)
×), known
as the GKM theory developed in [4] and [11]. This allows us, in particular, to show that the equivariant
weighted Schubert classes wS˜λ, λ ∈ {
n
d} form an H
∗(BTw)-module basis of H
∗
Tw
(wGr(d, n)).
Recall that H∗(BK) can be canonically identified with the symmetric algebra Sym(Lie(K)∗Z⊗Q) where
Lie(K)∗Z is the space of Z-linear functions on the integral lattice Lie(K)Z ⊂ Lie(K). Since K = (C
×)n×C×
is a standard torus, we can take the standard Z-basis {y1, · · · , yn, z} of Lie(K)∗Z. Hence we let
Q[K∗] := H∗(BK) = Sym(Lie(K)∗Z ⊗Q) = Q[y1, . . . , yn, z].
Since Tw is a quotient of K, we identify Lie(Tw)
∗
Z with its image in Lie(K)
∗
Z and it is easy to see that
ywi := yi −
wi
a
z, i = 1, · · · , n,
form a basis of Lie(Tw)
∗
Z ⊗Q. We let
Q[T ∗] := H∗(BT ) = Sym(Lie(T )∗Z ⊗Q) = Q[y1, . . . , yn] ⊂ Q[K
∗],
Q[Tw
∗] := H∗(BTw) = Sym(Lie(Tw)
∗
Z ⊗Q) = Q[y
w
1 , . . . , y
w
n ] ⊂ Q[K
∗].
We use the following notation in the rest of the paper: for each λ ∈ {nd}, let
yλ :=
∑
i∈λ
yi ∈ Q[T
∗] and ywλ :=
∑
i∈λ
ywi ∈ Q[Tw
∗].(4.1)
The T -fixed points in Gr(d, n) are the points [eµ], µ ∈ {
n
d} and the cohomology H
∗
T ([eµ]) is identified
with Q[T ∗]. The restriction map to the fixed points
H∗T (Gr(d, n))→
⊕
µ∈{nd}
Q[T ∗]; γ 7→ (γ|µ)µ∈{nd}
(4.2)
is injective and the image is given by (see [19])
α = (α(µ))µ ∈
⊕
µ∈{nd}
Q[T ∗]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
α(λ) − α(µ) is divisible by yλ − yµ
for any λ and µ such that |λ ∩ µ| = d− 1

 .(4.3)
The fixed points of the Tw-action on wGr(d, n) are again the images of eµ in wGr(d, n) and we also denote
it by [eµ]. By identifying H
∗
Tw
([eµ]) ∼= Q[Tw
∗], we have the restriction map
H∗Tw(wGr(d, n)) −→
⊕
µ∈{nd}
Q[Tw
∗]; γ 7→ (γ|µ)µ∈{nd}
.(4.4)
For aPl(d, n)×, we restrict HK(aPl(d, n)
×) to the complex 1-dimensional orbits of K, which are given
by C×eµ. The isotropy subgroup Kµ at eµ of the K-action is the kernel of the map K → C× sending
(t1, · · · , tn, s) to s · tµ. It is connected and the inclusion Kµ → K induces the isomorphism Lie(Kµ)∗Z
∼=
Lie(K)∗Z/(yµ + z). Thus
H∗K(C
×eµ) ∼= H
∗
Kµ
(eµ) ∼= Q[K
∗
µ]
∼= Q[K∗]/(yµ + z)
9and the restriction map is
H∗K(aPl(d, n)
×) −→
⊕
µ∈{nd}
Q[K∗µ], P 7→ (P |µ)µ∈{nd}
.(4.5)
Putting (4.2, 4.4, 4.5) together with π∗ and π∗w, we have the following commutative diagram
(4.6) H∗T (Gr(d, n))
//
pi∗ ∼=

⊕
µQ[T
∗]
∼=κ∗

H∗K(aPl(d, n)
×) //
⊕
µQ[K
∗
µ]
H∗Tw(wGr(d, n))
//
pi∗
w
∼=
OO
⊕
µQ[Tw
∗]
∼=κ
∗
w
OO
where the right vertical maps are induced from κµ : Kµ → K → T and κwµ : Kµ → K → Tw and they are
isomorphisms because κµ and κwµ have finite kernels. The following are obtained by translating (4.3) to
H∗K(aPl(d, n)
×) and H∗Tw(wGr(d, n)) via this diagram.
Proposition 4.1 (GKM for wGr(d, n)). The restriction map (4.4) is injective and the image is given by
α ∈
⊕
µ∈{nd}
Q[Tw
∗]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
α(λ) − α(µ) is divisible by wµywλ − wλy
w
µ
for any λ and µ such that |λ ∩ µ| = d− 1


where ywλ is defined in (4.1).
Proposition 4.2 (GKM for aPl(d, n)×). The restriction map (4.5) is injective and the image is given by
P ∈
⊕
µ∈{nd}
Q[K∗µ]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
P (λ) = P (µ) in Q[K∗]/(yλ + z, yµ + z)
for any λ and µ such that |λ ∩ µ| = d− 1

 .
Proof of Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.1
The injectivity of the maps (4.4) and (4.5) follows from the injectivity of the map (4.2) by the commutativity
of the diagram (4.6). It remains to check that the GKM conditions are equivalent under the isomorphisms
κ∗ and κ∗w. We prove it for κw because κ is a special case of κw. First note that, in Proposition 4.1,
α(λ) − α(µ) is divisible by wµywλ − wλy
w
µ if and only if α(λ) − α(µ) = 0 in Q[Tw
∗]/(wµy
w
λ − wλy
w
µ ).
Therefore the GKM conditions are equivalent under κ∗w if κwλ
∗ and κwµ
∗ induce the isomorphism
Q[Tw
∗]
(wµywλ − wλy
w
µ )
→
Q[K∗]
(yλ + z, yµ + z)
, f 7→ κwλ
∗(f) = κwµ
∗(f).(4.7)
This follows from a straightforward computation. Indeed, we have
wλy
w
µ − wµy
w
λ = wλ(yµ + z) in Lie(K)
∗
Q/(yλ + z)(4.8)
and therefore the linear isomorphism κw
∗
λ : Lie(Tw)
∗
Q → Lie(K)
∗
Q/(yλ + z) induces the linear isomorphism
Lie(Tw)
∗
Q/(wλy
w
µ − wµy
w
λ )
∼= Lie(K)∗Q/(yλ + z, yµ + z).

Remark 4.3. Proposition 4.2 can be shown directly from Theorem 5.5 in [14] by using the description of
wGr(d, n) as the symplectic quotient of aPl(d, n)× by the real torus wDR explained in Section 3.
It is known that S˜λ|λ =
∏
(k,l)∈inv(λ)(y(k,l)λ − yλ) and S˜λ|µ = 0 for all µ  λ (c.f. [19]). From this fact,
together with the diagram (4.6) and π∗(S˜λ) = aS˜λ, we have
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Proposition 4.4.
aS˜λ|µ =
{
0 if µ  λ,∏
(k,l)∈inv(λ)(y(k,l)λ + z) if µ = λ
in Q[K∗]/(yµ + z).
The next proposition is now immediate from Proposition 4.4, the definition wS˜λ = (π
∗
w)
−1(aS˜λ) and
(4.8).
Proposition 4.5.
wS˜λ|µ =


0 if µ  λ,∏
(k,l)∈inv(λ)
(
yw(k,l)λ −
w(k,l)λ
wλ
ywλ
)
if µ = λ.
Having the upper-triangularity of the weighted Schubert classes as above, the proof of [19, Proposition
1] can be applied words by words to obtain
Proposition 4.6. {wS˜λ}λ is an H∗(BTw)-module basis of H∗Tw(wGr(d, n)).
Example 4.7. The followings is wS˜14 in H
∗
Tw
(wGr(2, 4)):
{1,2}
{1,4}{2,3}
{2,4}
{1,3}
{3,4}
(yw23 −
w23
w12
yw12)(y
w
24 −
w24
w12
yw12)
(yw24 −
w24
w14
yw14)(y
w
34 −
w34
w14
yw14)0
0
(yw23 −
w23
w13
yw13)(y
w
34 −
w34
w13
yw13)
0
where the vertices are the elements of {42} and there is an edge for each pair of λ and µ satisfying |λ∩µ| = 1.
5. Structure Constants and Positivity
Since {wS˜λ}λ is anH∗(BTw)-module basis ofH∗Tw(wGr(d, n)), we can expand their pairwise cup product
uniquely over H∗(BTw):
wS˜λwS˜µ =
∑
ν
wc˜νλµwS˜ν where wc˜
ν
λµ ∈ H
∗(BTw).(5.1)
In [12] and [19], it is shown that we can express c˜νλ,µ as a polynomial in ui’s with non-negative coefficients
where ui := yi+1 − yi ∈ Lie(T )∗Z for each i = 1, · · · , n − 1. In this section, we derive a formula for wc˜
ν
λ,µ
from any given formula for c˜νλ,µ. In particular, the formula of wc˜
ν
λ,µ is expressed in terms an independent
subset {wui}i=1,··· ,n−1 of Lie(Tw)
∗
Z ⊗ Q in such a way that the positivity of c˜
ν
λ,µ implies the positivity of
wc˜νλ,µ with respect to {wui}i=1,··· ,n−1 if w1 ≤ · · · ≤ wn. Moreover, a manifestly positive formula for the
structure constants {wcνλµ} of the ordinary cohomology H
∗(wGr(d, n)) is also obtained by specializing the
one for wc˜νλµ at wu1 = · · · = wun−1 = 0.
5.1. Equivariant Structure Constants. We start with the following lemma which describes the divsor
Schubert class.
Lemma 5.1. Let id be the unique minimum in {nd} with respect to the Bruhat order and div the unique
element with l(id) = 1. We have aS˜div = (yid + z) · 1.
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Proof. Since S˜div|µ = yid − yµ ([19, Lemma 3]) for each µ ∈ {
n
d}, we have
aS˜div|µ = yid − yµ = yid + z in Q[K
∗]/(yµ + z).
Therefore the claim holds: aS˜div = (yid + z)aS˜id = (yid + z) · 1. 
Now we obtain the following expansion formula for the product aS˜divaS˜λ over Q[Tw
∗].
Proposition 5.2. (The weighted Pieri-rule)
aS˜divaS˜λ =
(
ywid −
wid
wλ
ywλ
)
aS˜λ +
∑
λ′→λ
wid
wλ
aS˜λ′
Proof. By the isomorphism π∗, the equivariant Pieri-rule given in [19, Proposition 2] implies
aS˜divaS˜λ = (yid − yλ)aS˜λ +
∑
λ′→λ
aS˜λ′(5.2)
Together with Lemma 5.1, we obtain
0 = −(yλ + z)aS˜λ +
∑
λ′→λ
aS˜λ′ .(5.3)
Multiply both sides of this equation by wid
wλ
, and then again by Lemma 5.1 we get
aS˜divaS˜λ = (yid + z)aS˜λ −
wid
wλ
(yλ + z)aS˜λ +
∑
λ′→λ
wid
wλ
aS˜λ′ .
Since yν + z = y
w
ν +
wν
a
z in Lie(K)∗Q for all ν, the terms with z cancel and the claim follows. 
Let Kν1rη be the coefficient in Q[Tw
∗] for the following product.
(aS˜div)
raS˜η =
∑
ν
Kν1rηaS˜ν.
By applying Proposition 5.2 repeatedly, we can compute Kν1rη explicitly. For example, for r = 2, we have
(aS˜div)
2aS˜η = aS˜div

(ywid − widwη ywη
)
aS˜η +
∑
η′→η
wid
wη
aS˜η′


=
(
ywid −
wid
wη
ywη
)2
aS˜η
+
∑
η′→η
((
ywid −
wid
wη′
ywη′
)wid
wη
+
wid
wη
(
ywid −
wid
wη
ywη
))
aS˜η′ +
∑
η′′→η′→η
wid
wη′
wid
wη
aS˜η′′ .
The general formula for Kν1rη is recorded without proof as follows.
Lemma 5.3. If ν 6≥ µ, Kν1rη = 0. If ν ≥ µ,
Kν1rη =
∑
ν=ν0→ν1→···
→νl−1→νl=η
∑
J
wν
wid
l∏
q=0
wid
wνq
(
ywid −
wid
wνq
ywνq
)jq
,(5.4)
where l := l(ν) − l(µ) and J runs over all sequences (j0, · · · , jl) of non-negative integers satisfying j0 +
· · ·+ jl = r − l. In particular,
Kη1rη =
(
ywid −
wid
wη
ywη
)r
.
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For each pair α = (i, j) of integers in [n] such that i > j, let
uα := yi − yj ∈ Q[T
∗],
wuα := (y
w
i − y
w
j )−
wi − wj
wid
ywid ∈ Q[Tw
∗],(5.5)
w(α) := wi − wj ∈ Q.
For simplicity, let ui := u(i+1,i) and wui := wu(i+1,i) for i = 1, · · · , n − 1. We can easily check that
{wu1, · · · ,wun−1} is linearly independent in Lie(Tw)
∗
Z ⊗Q and each wuα is a linear combination of wui’s
with non-negative coefficients.
The next proposition gives the essential equation to relate the Q[T ∗]-action to the Q[Tw
∗]-action in
H∗K(aPl(d, n)
×) and it follows from Lemma 5.1 immediately.
Proposition 5.4. In H∗K(aPl(d, n)
×), we have
yi · 1 =
(
ywi −
wi
wid
ywid
)
· 1 +
wi
wid
aS˜div and uα · 1 = wuα · 1 +
w(α)
wid
aS˜div.
Let Q be a formal variable. For each finite collection I = {α1, · · · , αp} of pairs of integers in [n] as
above, define wu
(0)
I ,wu
(1)
I , · · · ,wu
(p)
I ∈ Q[Tw
∗] by
(
wuα1 +
w(α1)
wid
Q
)
· · ·
(
wuαp +
w(αp)
wid
Q
)
=
p∑
r=0
wu
(r)
I Q
r
Explicitly, we have
wu
(r)
I =
∑
1≤s1<···<sr≤p
w(αs1 )
wid
· · ·
w(αsr )
wid
wuα1 · · ·wuαp
wuαs1 · · ·wuαsr
.
For example,
wu
(0)
I = wuα1 · · ·wuαp and wu
(p)
I =
w(α1)
wid
· · ·
w(αp)
wid
.
Also note that, if w1 = · · · = wn = 0, then wu
(r)
I = 0 for r ≥ 1. In this case, we denote uI := wu
(0)
I =∏
α∈I uα.
It is known that the equivariant Schubert structure constant c˜νλµ for H
∗
T (Gr(d, n)) is an element of
Z[u1, · · · , un−1]
c˜νλµ =
∑
|I|=l(λ)+l(µ)−l(ν)
c(λ, µ, ν; I)uI , c(λ, µ, ν; I) ∈ Z
where I runs over collections of pairs (i, j) of integers in [n] with i > j as above. For example, Knutson-Tao
([19]) computed the number c(λ, µ, ν; I) in terms of the equivariant puzzles: with their notations, we have
c(λ, µ, ν; I) = |{equivariant puzzles P | ∂P = ∆νλµ and wt(P ) = uI}|.
Now we state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 5.5. Let λ, µ, ν ∈ {nd}, then
wc˜νλµ =
∑
ν≥η≥λ,µ
∑
I
|I|∑
r=0
c(λ, µ, η; I)Kν1rηwu
(r)
I(5.6)
where I = {α1, · · · , α|I|} runs over collections of pairs (i, j) of integers in [n] with i > j.
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Proof. Since the map π∗ is an isomorphism of rings over Q[T ∗], we have aS˜λaS˜µ =
∑
ν c˜
ν
λµaS˜ν in
HK(aPl(d, n)
×). Lemma 5.4 allows us to write
c˜ηλµ =
∑
I
c(λ, µ, η; I)
(
wuα1 +
w(α1)
wid
aS˜div
)
· · ·
(
wuαp +
w(αp)
wid
aS˜div
)
=
∑
I
p∑
r=0
c(λ, µ, η; I)wu
(r)
I (aS˜div)
r.
where we denoted p := |I|. Therefore,
aS˜λaS˜µ =
∑
η≥λ,µ
∑
I
|I|∑
r=0
c(λ, µ, η; I)wu
(r)
I (aS˜div)
raS˜η
=
∑
η≥λ,µ
∑
I
|I|∑
r=0
c(λ, µ, η; I)wu
(r)
I
∑
ν≥η
Kν1rηaS˜ν
=
∑
ν

 ∑
ν≥η≥λ,µ
∑
I
|I|∑
r=0
c(λ, µ, η; I)wu
(r)
I K
ν
1rη

 aS˜ν.
Since the coefficients are in Q[Tw
∗], this proves the desired formula. 
Remark 5.6. From the equivariant weighted Pieri rule, we can derive a recursive formula for the structure
constants wc˜νλµ, in the exactly same way shown in [19, Theorem 3]:
(5.7)
(
wS˜div|ν − wS˜div|λ
)
wc˜νλµ =
(∑
λ′→λ
wid
wλ
wc˜νλ′µ −
∑
ν→ν′
wid
wν′
wc˜ν
′
λµ
)
.
However this equation plays no role in the derivation of our main formula (5.6), while the recursive formula
in [19] plays a crucial role in their process of obtaining the original puzzle formula for c˜νλµ.
5.2. Positivity. The equivariant positivity of [12] guarantees that the structure constants c˜νλµ for Gr(d, n)
are polynomials in u1, · · · , un−1 with non-negative coefficients. In analogy to this fact, we prove the
following equivariant positivity theorem for wGr(d, n).
Theorem 5.7. If w1 ≤ w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wn, then wc˜νλµ is a polynomial in wu1, · · · ,wun−1 with non-negative
coefficients.
Proof. We look at Theorem 5.5. By the assumption, it is clear that wu
(r)
I is a polynomial in wu1, · · · ,wun−1
with non-negative coefficients. For the positivity ofKν1rη, it suffices to show that y
w
id−
wid
wν
ywν is a polynomial
in wu1, · · · ,wun−1 with non-negative coefficients for all ν 6= id. There exists a ∈ [n] such that (a, a+1)ν =
ν′ and l(ν′) = l(ν)− 1. The straightforward computation shows
ywid −
wid
wν
ywν =
wν′
wν
(
ywid −
wid
wν′
ywν′
)
+
wid
wν
wua
Therefore the claim follows by the induction on the length of ν. 
Remark 5.8. Our positivity theorem holds for all weighted Grassmannians in the following sense: for
a given wGr(d, n) with the weight w = (w1, · · · , wn), we can always perform a permutation on the basis
{e1, · · · , en} of Cn so that the new order on the weight is non-decreasing. Then we can re-define the
Schubert classes {wS˜λ}λ to make sure that the structure constants are positive.
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5.3. Structure Constants for Ordinary Cohomology. For each λ ∈ {nd}, define wSλ := ζ
∗(wS˜λ) ∈
H∗(wGr(d, n)) where ζ∗ is the pullback along an inclusion as a fiber ζ : wGr(d, n) → Tw ×Tw wGr(d, n).
Equivalently, this can be defined by wSλ := (π
∗
w)
−1[aΩλ]wD under the map π
∗
w : H
∗
wD(aPl(d, n)
×) →
H∗(wGr(d, n)).
Corollary 5.9. Let λ, µ, ν ∈ {nd}. The structure constant wc
ν
λµ is given by
wcνλµ =
∑
ν≥η≥λ,µ
∑
ν=ν0→
···→νl=η
c˜ηλµ(ui = wi+1 − wi, i = 1, · · · , n− 1)
wν1 · · ·wνl
if l(λ)+ l(µ) = l(ν) and wcνλµ = 0 if otherwise. Furthermore, if w1 ≤ w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wn, wc
ν
λµ is non-negative.
Proof. After the evaluation, each term in (5.6) can survive only if l := l(ν)− l(η) = r = |I|:
wc˜νλµ|wu1=··· ,wun−1=0 =
∑
ν≥η≥λ,µ
∑
|I|=l
c(λ, µ, η; I)Kν1lηwu
(l)
I
=
∑
ν≥η≥λ,µ
∑
|I|=l
∑
ν=ν0→
···→νl=η
c(λ, µ, η; I)
w(α1) · · ·w(αl)
wν1 · · ·wνl
=
∑
ν≥η≥λ,µ
∑
ν=ν0→
···→νl=η
c˜ηλµ(ui = wi+1 − wi, i = 1, · · · , n− 1)
wν1 · · ·wνl
The positivity is a direct consequence of the equivaraiant positivity (Theorem 5.7). 
5.4. Examples.
Example 5.10 (Weighted Projective Space wGr(1, n)). The weighted projective space CPb = CPb1,··· ,bn
is the quotient of Cn\{0} by one dimensional torus Db :=
{
(sb1 , . . . , sbn) | s ∈ C×
}
⊂ R := (C×)n where R
acts on Cn\{0} in the standard way. Let R¯b := R/Db and {z1, · · · , zn} the standard basis of (LieR)∗Z. Then
it is well-known that the R¯b-equivariant cohomology of CPb1,··· ,bn is the corresponding Stanley-Reisner ring
by regarding CPb1,··· ,bn as a toric variety (c.f. [7]):
H∗
R¯b
(CPb) =
Q[z1, · · · , zn]
(z1 · · · zn)
.
In our notation, wGr(1, n) = CPb where bi = wi + a and K is related to R via the map
K → R; (t1, . . . , tn, s) 7→ (st1, . . . , stn).
Therefore we can identify H∗
R¯b
(CPb) with a subring of H∗Tw(wGr(1, n)) by zi = yi + z. With this identifi-
cation, the Schubert classes wS˜λ are given by
(5.8) wS˜{n} = 1, wS˜{n−1} = zn, · · · , wS˜{k} = zk+1 · · · zn, · · · , wS˜{1} = z2 · · · zn.
where the Bruhat order is {n} ≤ · · · ≤ {1}. The equivariant weighted Pieri rule gives
wS˜{n−1} · wS˜{k} =
(
zn −
bn
bk
zk
)
wS˜{k} +
bn
bk
wS˜{k−1}.
This is actually obvious in the presentation Q[z1, · · · , zn]/(z1 · · · zn).
Example 5.11 (Relation to the work of Kawasaki [16]). In this example, all cohomologies are over Z-
coefficients. The integral cohomology of the weighted projective space H∗(CPb;Z) is known to be a free
Z-module generated by the Kawasaki basis [16]. Namely, the map
ζ : Cn\{0} → Cn\{0}, (x1, · · · , xn) 7→ (x
b1
1 , · · · , x
bn
n )
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induces a map ζ¯ : CPn−1 → CPb and the inclusion ζ¯∗ : H∗(CPb;Z) → H∗(CPn−1;Z). Following [7], we
represent H∗(CPn−1;Z) as
Z[z1, · · · , zn]
(z1 · · · zn, u1, · · · , un−1)
where ui := zi+1 − zi. Then after we identity H∗(CPb;Z) with the image of ζ¯∗, it is a free Z-module
generated by
γ1 := l
b
1 = 1, γ2 := l
b
2zn, γ3 := l
b
3zn−1zn, · · · , γn := l
b
nz2 · · · zn
where
lbk := l.c.m. of
{
bi1 · · · bik
gcd(bi1 , · · · , bik)
∣∣∣1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ n
}
.
On the other hand, the cohomology H∗Db(C
n\{0};Z) is known to be
Z[z1, · · · , zn]
(z1 · · · zn, ub1, · · · , u
b
n−1)
where {ubi} is a Z-basis of Lie(R¯b)
∗
Z ⊂ (LieR)
∗
Z (c.f. Example 6.1 [22]). We can regard our non-equivariant
Schubert classes wS{k} as the monomial zk+1 · · · zn in H
∗
Db
(Cn\{0};Z). Together with the homomorphism
R→ R; (s1, . . . , sn) 7→ (s
b1
1 , . . . , s
bn
n ), ζ induces a map
ω : CPn−1 → EDb ×Db (C
n\{0})
and the pullback ω∗ is given by
ω∗ :
Z[z1, · · · , zn]
(z1 · · · zn, u1, · · · , un−1)
→
Z[z1, · · · , zn]
(z1 · · · zn, ub1, · · · , u
b
n−1)
; zi 7→ bizi.
Since ζ¯ factors through ω and the projection π : EDb×DbC
n\{0} → CPb and by the fact thatH∗Db(C
n\{0};Z)
has no Z-torsions in the degrees between 0 and 2(n− 1) (see Theorem 4.2 [13]), we can conclude that the
pullbacks of the Kawasaki’s basis along the projection π are the following multiples of our Schubert classes:
π∗(γ1) = aS{n} and π
∗(γk) =
lbk
bn−k+2bn−k+3 · · · bn
aS{n−k+1}, k = 2, · · · , n.
Example 5.12 (wGr(2, 4)). Here we demonstrate the computation of the product wS˜23wS˜23. By the
upper triangularity of the GKM description of wS˜23, the product must be written by
wS˜23wS˜23 = wc˜
23
23,23wS˜23 +wc˜
13
23,23wS˜13 +wc˜
12
23,23wS˜12.
We can compute these coefficients from the formula of the following product for ordinary Grassmannian
S˜23S˜23 = (y4 − y2)(y4 − y3)S˜23 + (y4 − y3)S˜13 + S˜12.
That is, we have
c(23, 23, 23; I) =
{
1 if I = {(4, 2), (4, 3)},
0 otherwise,
c(23, 23, 13; I) =
{
1 if I = {(4, 3)},
0 otherwise,
c(23, 23, 12; I) =
{
1 if I = ∅,
0 otherwise,
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and other c(23, 23, η; I)’s are zero. Here are the computation:
wc˜2323,23 =
(
yw4 − y
w
2 −
w4 − w2
wid
ywid
)(
yw4 − y
w
3 −
w4 − w3
wid
ywid
)
+
(
ywid −
wid
w23
yw23
)(w4 − w2
wid
(
yw4 − y
w
3 −
w4 − w3
wid
ywid
)
+
w4 − w3
wid
(
yw4 − y
w
2 −
w4 − w2
wid
ywid
))
+
(
ywid −
wid
w23
yw23
)2w4 − w2
wid
w4 − w3
wid
wc˜1323,23 = y
w
4 − y
w
3 −
w4 − w3
wid
ywid +
(
ywid −
wid
w13
yw13
)w4 − w3
wid
+
w4 − w2
w23
(
yw4 − y
w
3 −
w4 − w3
wid
ywid
)
+
w4 − w3
w23
(
yw4 − y
w
2 −
w4 − w2
wid
ywid
)
+
wid
w23
((
ywid −
wid
w13
yw13
)
+
(
ywid −
wid
w23
yw23
)) w4 − w2
wid
w4 − w3
wid
wc˜1223,23 = 1 +
w4 − w3
w13
+
w4 − w2
w23
w4 − w3
w13
Similarly we can also work out
wS˜23wS˜14 = wc˜
13
23,14wS˜13 +wc˜
12
23,14wS˜12
from S˜23S˜14 = (y4 − y1)S˜13 where
wc˜1323,14 =
(
yw4 − y
w
1 −
w4 − w1
wid
ywid
)
+
(
ywid −
wid
w13
yw13
)w4 − w1
wid
wc˜1223,14 =
w4 − w1
w13
.
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